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YellowBay Books. Paperback. Condition: New. 174 pages. Dimensions: 8.2in. x 5.8in. x 0.5in.Three
all action thriller stories. The Killer - 1. Sure to leave fans of action adventure books wanting more.
Fast moving thriller story of espionage, betrayal and revenge. DarrenButch McCanns adventures
begin in Northern Ireland, hes a small, young, Irish guy. His survival, on the violent streets of 1970s
Belfast, depends on his ability to fight, he learns quickly and fights well. The hard men of the
Provisional Irish Republican Army attempt to recruit him but, though he is Catholic, he refuses to
take sides - until a family tragedy allies him with the cause. After specialist military training he
becomes an efficient sniper and freedom fighter but, it is one night, and one brutal interrogation,
which earn him a reputation as The Butcher of Belfast, pairing him with his infamous knife, The
Killer. Following a particularly high profile sniper kill in Northern Ireland he is forced to take refuge
in Spain where he becomes involved with the men of an E. T. A paramilitary unit at their terrorist
training camp deep in the Basque country. There, after a thrilling and daring raid, he forms strong
alliances with...
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The book is fantastic and great. This is for anyone who statte there was not a worthy of reading. I found out this publication from my i and dad advised this
pdf to learn.
-- Pete Paucek DVM-- Pete Paucek DVM

It is an amazing ebook i actually have at any time study. We have read and so i am certain that i will likely to read through yet again once again later on.
Your way of life period will likely be change when you complete looking at this pdf.
-- Cristina Rowe-- Cristina Rowe
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